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We go Up in the Air!

From the Chairman
Paul’s Ponderings
As we reached the end of our summer meetings, we
had our day out on the Brighton i360, Fifteen members were booked to go, but due to ill health only
twelve made it on the day, (see page 3 for full account).
Holidays over, our first meeting in September we
welcomed Jonathan Wilde and Malcolm Webster from the Riot Film
Group from Eastbourne. They showed us two of their films and told us
how they were made, the trials, large numbers of actors and the problems they had working with them. A very interesting night and enjoyed
by all and it was pleasing to see almost a full house.
Our last meeting in September we held our Fiction and Novice competitions. Sad to say, there was only one entry this year, which is the sad
state that we find ourselves in. It is not for lack of time but a lack of actors but that doesn’t mean we should give up! Don’t forget if you have
never entered a film in the Novice competition, you can enter anything
you have made, (Fiction, non Fiction, Holiday etc.) as long as it has not
been a winner before. So give it a go next year! (see P7. Ed)
We also saw and voted for, the film worthy of holding The President
Cup out of the five films that were put forward, these being. Fiction :
“Ready Salted”, Non Fiction : “Hop picking in Kent” and “Mechanical
Things”, Holiday : “The Cruise” and “50 years Later”. Result at the
Christmas party.
There is also plenty of time to enter the Edit Your Way exercise. The
results will be screened on Jan 30th 2018. Rod showed us some of the
footage, so come on, give this a go too! Contact Rod to get the raw
footage.
I have been asked to do some judging just lately and have found that a
lot of people are now using drone shots. This is their new toy that they
feel must be used, but most shots are far too long and many are in the
wrong place. Watch the TV, drone shots are very common. Most are
transitions used to move the action from one place another and only
last between 2 and 4 seconds as in Poldark where beautiful sea and
cliff shots were used between scenes. Countryfile is another example
where they are used to go from one presenter to another. They are fun
but if you make films think twice before you use those drone shots and
use them sparingly.
See you at the Sussex on 8th October.

Paul Bailey
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From the Editor
Well here we are again folks, Summer is officially over but we all hope for one of the Indian variety before winter sets in!
Did you take your cameras on holiday this year
and was there a story or funny experience you
could share in the next issue of Linking Shot? It
doesn't matter how long or short it is, just jot it
on an e-mail (address on back page).

David Fenn
We go Up in the Air
On 18 July twelve intrepid members and guests converged on the site of
the old West Pier at Brighton to travel on the i360, this years venue for our
summer outing. Most came by bus or train, I arrived first and found my
way to the restaurant where I was shown our reserved table and told
someone had telephoned to say they would be late – it transpired they
had changed the times of the bus service from Horsham.
Ignore the tangle of rusty ironwork just offshore and note that the tall slim
tower emerges from the beach level on the centre line of the old pier,
flanked by two very elegant reconstructions of the original Victorian tollbooths. Everything between was glass and stainless steel. Boarding the
flight pod after security checks is at the promenade level. On return the
pod goes a little further down to beach level to disgorge it’s passenger
payload into the gift shop and adjacent to the Belle Vue restaurant. The
toilets, also on the lower level, none in flight, comprise a large number of
unisex cubicles around an array of washbasins. Whilst this follows the
norm for planes and trains, there is far more space here - presumably, as
a sign of the times, it also evades the difficulty with accommodating the
Ts of LGBT. Well we are in Brighton.
As we were dining before rather than after, we needed to go down the
steps beyond the toll-booths to eat and then climb up the steps to board.
It was one of those very hot days and the air conditioning and tinted glass
in both the restaurant and the pod were very welcome compared to the
heat bouncing off the pavements outside. In the restaurant there was a
gale blowing through the open window on the east side, whisking napkins
off the table until it was closed. I guess closing the window gave the aircon less work to do.
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Whilst waiting to board we noted the wonderful reflections in
the sides and roof of the pod,
changing as it ascended from
below to pick us up, plus one or
two cracks in the glass. Not to
worry, there are apparently
seven layers of glass and the
pod does not need to be pressurised for 162 metres. There
are eight cables connecting the
pod to the counterweights inside the tower tube and just
one that emerges at the bottom of the tower towards the winching apparatus under the beach level floor. At the maximum pod height the tower
still extended another 79 feet or so above us - something to do with space
for the pulleys and the counterweights inside the tube reaching ground
level.
The flight lasted 30
minutes overall from
first-in to last-out and
the middle 20 minutes
were spent aloft. Visibility was restricted by
heat haze to about 8
miles – we could just
see
the
Shoreham
chimney and the offshore wind turbines.
At the highest point
everything in Brighton
was below us. But I am
not sure if we were
high enough to see
over the South Downs
towards Haywards Heath – if we were then HH was beyond the visibility
limit.
I very much enjoyed the flight and many thanks to Paul Bailey for organising the visit for us. I think I will go again after dark and on a frosty day to
maximise visibility. Ironically it is often foggy on my December birthday.

Derek Wright
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I hopped around The Weald - with my camera (cont’d)
In search of Morris Men
A fiction film, a documentary or a travelogue must always have a good
storyline. Why not use a Morris Dancer to hop from one village to an
other? It would be a good link to each chapter in my story. This type of
traditional English dancing would also add some colour and a touch of
cheerfulness to my film.

I found a website of Morris Men in the area. Their 'headquarters' was in
“The Six Bells” at Woodchurch, a little village near Tenterden. I
contacted the squire Dave Comley and he recommended his friend
Geoffrey Smith, a 74 year old enthusiastic dancer. A few months later I
met the two dancers at “The Six Bells”. They seemed to enjoy the pints
of lager that I offered them! The squire Dave also asked me to make a
short promotion film for their website. Of course I accepted that deal.
That would be an ideal favour in return. Only some extra work.

Architecture and agriculture
What was my aim in making this film? To show the audience that the
Weald is an area of outstanding beauty in the South East. First I made
the frame work for my documentary. I noted down some key words for
the introduction, for the middle part and the end of my travelogue.
Afterwards I wrote a detailed screenplay.
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Some questions that were raised in my mind were - Do all people in the
UK know the wonderful Wealden countryside? How was it in the past?
How is it today? And how can you encourage people to visit the 'Garden
of England' ?
Of course it was not possible to show all tourist attractions otherwise
the movie would be too long and too boring. That's what I wanted to
avoid. I had to make a selection. I decided not to film the castles but to
develop only two chapters - Architecture (villages, houses, churches,
oast houses) and Agriculture (hop farms, vineyards, orchards).

Town Crier
The introduction of a film must always be special. Holding the attention
of the audience from the first moment. The brain stores a vast number
of memories when seeing a film, but the beginning and end of a story
can later be recalled better than the middle part.
About twenty years ago I made a documentary called “Land of Hope
and Glory”.
It starts with a town crier telling the contents of the film.
I thought why not start in a similar way? The Woodchurch Morris Men
have their own crier. At every performance Colin rings his handbell and
shouts with wide-open mouth to call the spectators and announce the
dances. He always wears his special robe and hat.

The white windmill
This scene, however, cost me some sleepless nights. Where could I find
the best location in the Weald to do justice to Colin the crier? Eventually
I discovered a lovely white Kentish windmill in the village of
Woodchurch. This could be the perfect background. And only a few
hundred yards from Colin's house!
I told Ron and David about my intention and they were willing to come
and help me.
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The weather conditions were ideal: a blue sky and no wind. But there
was one big obstacle. A farmer was cutting the grass in one of the
meadows.
Matthew, my Belgian friend and helper went up to him and told him in
a very friendly way what we intended to do... A relief! The farmer
switched off his noisy machine immediately and was willing to wait
until our job was done!
I filmed the scene from different angles, long shots,mid shots and
close ups, a mixture of everything. However, when it came to editing I
noticed that the white clouds in the various shots had different shapes
and positions. Also another problem was apparent. Sometimes there
was a light breeze which made the little fantail of the windmill turn, but
not in every shot. The clouds and the fantail could cause jump shots or
continuity mistakes, which is what severe judges would observe!
Eventually I showed Colin's acting in only one single take, a mid shot.
I knew that Colin enjoys drinking beer. At the bar of “The Six Bells”, I
offered him more than one pint of his favourite lager. Some time later I

met him again and gave him bottles of the best Belgian beers with a
rather high alcohol content. Among them a few Duvels. 9% ! Pretty
strong stuff, isn't it? Colin happy. Everybody happy!

To be continued

Extract from HHMM Competition Rules
A Novice is a member who has not won any award, certificate in any
other film or video competition organized by Haywards Heath MovieMakers or other club or organisation.
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Programme Reminder
Sun Oct 8
Oct 10
Oct 24
Nov 7
Nov 21
Dec 12

Sussex Film Festival
Alan Early & 60 sec comps + auction
Movie Showcase
Guest speaker : Dr. Frank Gray
Chairman’s evening
Christmas Party & Prize giving

Refreshment Rota
Oct 10
Oct 24
Nov 7
Nov 21

Brenda & Barry Mack
All members to lend a hand
David Fenn & Merv Huggett
Roy Langley & Paul Wood

Remember!
If you are unable to attend on your night, please
change with someone else and update the sheet on the notice board

Please do a stock take at the end of your night and tell Liz if
any items require to be replenished

Next Issue 0f Linking Shot
The next issue will be at the end of December 2017
Send contributions to linkingshot@hotmail.co.uk no later than
1st December please

Photographs in this issue by
Derek Wright
Flickr
Single frames taken from Willy’s film

Views expressed by members in the Linking Shot may
not be the views of the HHMM committee unless stated

